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This thesis is a cullural study of music in Ladakh ("[Odian Tibe t') .
Drawing upon interdisciplinary theories in symbolic anthropology and
musicology, the study stresses the primacy of symbolic action as a rreans
of defining and controllilg soc ial reality, and proceeds to examine the
relationship between the activation of musical structures and the social
construct ion of power and aurnori l),. in tenns of the genera tion of
meaning.

the external Mughal authorit ies, thi s represented me incorporation of
Ladakh into their political framework, but the Ladakhi monarchs
presented this phenomenon as the meaningful incorporatiOl. of ~e
symbols of Islamic rule into a meorelically immutabk! Buddhist
cosmological order.
The research is intended, in part, to complement existing wOIk in
Indian and Tibetan musK:, which has hithetto mainly concenlJated on
litUlgical or classical trad it ions, and which has tended to overlook the ~Ie
of the 'living', regional trad~ions in Indo-Tibelan cuhure. On a meorellca l
level, the study also aims to further undersmnding of the dynw:nics of
culture change and continuity, and to develop lines of enquiry aimed at
bridging the gap between musicological and anthropological contex t of
explanation.

Ladakh music is part icu larly suite d to this kind of study because
the instrumental genre of Iha-rnga (literally "god.drumming") was once
closely linked 10 lhe structure of Ladakhi society as a feudal monarchy
legitim ated by buddhist authority. This music, associated with the
personnificat ion of deities or the divine aspects of certain roortal beings,
constitutes a 'code' which, in the context o f public ritual and royal
ceremonial, represents a nd sustains political authority by embodying
aspects of the ideal, transcendental order. Building upon Sherry Onner's
concept of cultural schemata, it is shoVlIl how music provides the key to
'naturalising' or 'grounding' these mo re or ~ ss predictable programmes of
symbolic action in emotional experience, so that through the patronage of
performance, those in aumo rity can manipulate the conduct of their
subjects or rivals in expected ways.
In supporting cultural schemata, public musical performance also
constitutes a mechanism for dealing wim conflict and change, as
historically demonstrated by me way in which the later dynast ic kings
used music to negot iate the perceived Is lamic threat from Kashmir and
Turkestan. Suppotted by the analysis of rhytl:unic structu res, in
conjunction with historical, organological and iconographi c ev idence, it is
proposed that fonn s of military a nd chi various music of West As ian
origin have been accommodated by the indigenous Buddhist tradition: to
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